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Across

3. princicple -equal visual weight

4. examples are Ariel, Helvetic, Times 

New Roman, Curlyque

7. tool selects by circles or rectangles

8. opposite of opacity

16. CMD Z

17. CMD that changes color to black n 

white

18. When the magic wand select too 

many colors change its' ____

20. tool selects by a shape you draw

21. where you go to see wild animals in 

a city

22. opposite of "old"

25. CMD +

29. when you only see checkerboard on 

a layer it is

30. principle - make your focal area 

standout

31. to hide a layer click this

32. tater ___

33. tool used to scroll around a 

painting (H)

39. change vector font to pixel

40. CMD V

41. CMD + Shift + 4

42. poor image quality

Down

1. tool selects by color

2. tool used to resize, rotate and 

relocate (V)

5. To "cut" away area of a canvas

6. opposite of "less"

9. CMD make a copy of a layer

10. Simpsons oldest child

11. ppi

12. Jimmy The Colts middle name

13. another word for "sick"

14. save your files as a ._ _ _

15. CMD D

19. remove

23. you hear with your _____

24. not "in"

26. ____, two , three

27. CMD C

28. split ___ soup

34. ____ , re, me

35. tool paints a range of colors

36. CMD A

37. It's tag line is "Just do it!"

38. Before you change the Canvas Size, 

always _____ the layer


